Virtual Facilitation Training

You're invited to sharpen your facilitation skills in a virtual setting!

Register:
May 28th 3-4:30 PM ET
June 10th 9:30-11:30 AM ET
June 23rd 2-4:00 PM ET

In this course you will:
- Explore virtual facilitation best practices before, during, and after your event
- Discuss common challenges of virtual facilitation and techniques to overcome them
- Highlight the facilitator's many roles in a virtual setting
What past participants said

"Great ideas and best practices for virtual meetings and workshops."

"The way that the course was run was a great lesson on how to facilitate a meeting itself, with the implementation of various possibilities for online engagement."

To learn more contact
Jacey Spratt at jaceyspratt@gmail.com
or Regina Rabenhorst at reginarabenhorst@gmail.com